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dp port 5060 -> 5060 dell: show me
"dmesg" to confirm we're connected
says 3.19.0-15-generic dell: there's a
problem with the firmware, not the
driver. Here's some links to the
kernel issue tracking it Launchpad
bug 1743648 in linux (Ubuntu
Bionic) "UVLAN network driver:
wrong interface type set for root
port" [High,Confirmed] ok cool
thanks dell: the debug logs are at ok
cool thx dell: we could try to use a
generic kernel, but there's no
guarantee of success dell: so...'sudo
apt-get purge linux-image-generic;
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sudo apt-get install linux-imagegeneric=" dell: if you use the ubuntuprovided kernels then all the bugfixes and updates should go with it
ok cool! TJ-: you the man. thanks so
much, i might never need to see a
support request again in this life.
dell: glad to help :) anyone know a
PPA for a new xorg from xenial old
system i want an up to date version
for nvidia i have a legacy card why?
why not just use the ubuntu
version? mitch: I use the package
from xorg-edgers: i get a lot of error
with the old version they are getting
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fixed mitch: and what problem is
that going to fix the error is great but what issue
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you to protect your online
connections and keep your identity
and privacy secured. Unlike other
VPN services, the VPN tool enables
you to be completely anonymous on
the web, but also provides a reliable
connection to your Internet.
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